Inclement Weather Policy:
The University of Tennessee (UT) does not close except in the most severe weather conditions. In most cases, the Early Learning Center (ELC) will comply with UT's decision and when extreme weather conditions necessitate an administrative closing, the ELC will be closed. Listen to local radio and television broadcasts for announcements.
In cases where we are concerned for the safety and safe travel needs of children, families, and staff, we reserve the right to make a decision to close the ELC even when UT remains open. We will contact families via email and text alert should a decision to close the ELC become prudent and/or necessary.
• BOLD RED dates indicate days the ELC is closed for children.

Legend:
CLOSED: UT Holiday / Admin Closing
CLOSED: UT Break / ELC Inservice
Early Dismissal at 2:30 PM
CLOSED: 6th Annual Early Learning Institute
First / Last Days of ELC Kindergarten
Campus Kids Summer Camp? TBD

Open 7:30 • Close 5:30 • Late Fee @ 5:31